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Neutron profile measurements for trace tritium experiments
M. J. Loughlin, N. Watkins,a) J. M. Adams,a) N. Basse, N. P. Hawkes,a) O. N. Jarvis,
G. Matthews, F. B. Marcus, M. O’Mullane, G. Sadler, J. D. Strachan,b)

P. van Belle, and K-D. Zastrow
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshire OX14 3EA, United Kingdom

~Presented on 11 June 1998!

The JET neutron profile monitor was used to study the transport of tritium into a magnetically
confined deuterium plasma. Trace amounts of tritium were introduced through a gas valve beyond
the plasma edge into a variety of plasma confinement regimes. Thed(t,n)a fusion cross section is
two orders of magnitude greater than thed(d,n)3He cross section and so a puff of tritium which has
a negligible effect on the plasma nevertheless produces a larged– t neutron signal. The profile
monitor consists of two cameras each made up of a fan-shaped array of collimated lines of sight. It
was used to measure thed–d andd– t neutron profiles simultaneously. This article describes the
detection system, its operation and assesses the difficulties due to scattered neutrons. The profiles
can be used to determine tritium density and transport coefficients. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S0034-6748~99!58901-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In 1997, experiments were conducted at the JET to
mak using deuterium and tritium fueling. The occasion p
vided an opportunity to study the transport of tritium into
magnetically confined plasma with well-defined bounda
conditions since the experiment started with practically
tritium in the machine. A number of experiments were c
ried out in which the behavior of tritium was studied in
variety of confinement regimes but in all cases the tritiu
was introduced into a predominantly deuterium plas
through a gas valve beyond the plasma boundary as a s
puff.

The two fusion reactions of interest are

D1D→n13He ~1!

and

D1T→n14He. ~2!

The energy of the neutron produced in each reactio
approximately 2.5 MeV from thed–d reaction and 14 MeV
from thed– t reaction. The cross section for thed– t reaction
is almost two orders of magnitude larger than thed–d reac-
tion. In the case of deuterium neutral beam injection int
plasma of both deuterium and tritium, the ratio of the 2.5–
MeV neutron yields provides a measure of the ratio of
densities of deuterium and tritium in the plasma for circu
stances in which the neutron production is predominan
from beam-plasma reactions. The ratio of the reactivitie
approximately independent of plasma ion temperature.1 Us-
ing the JET neutron profile monitor it was possible to me
sured–d andd– t neutron profiles simultaneously when th
yields are comparable. The data can be used to determ

a!Present address: AEA Technology, Harwell, Didcot, Oxfordshire, UK.
b!Present address: Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princ

NJ 08543.
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transport coefficient profiles if adequate plasma coverage
time resolution are achieved.2 This poses a severe technic
challenge because of the need to measure the neutron s
at the plasma edge where the neutron yield is low but wh
a sufficiently high count rate is required to obtain a tim
resolution shorter than the transport times. At JET a n
analysis technique has been employed in which the triti
transport is modeled and the neutron emission line integ
are calculated and compared to the measured line integ
which are used to constrain the parameters within the mo
using a least-squares fitting procedure.3

on,
FIG. 1. JET neutron profile monitor.
3 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Maximum count rates in the detectors~in kHz! during tritium puff.

Channel 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

NE213d–d 30.2 57.8 74.3 88.6 85.0 60.0 37.7 19.6 14.3 7.
NE213d– t 29.7 64.2 87.9 107. 102. 65.6 38.2 23.2 12.2 3.
Bicron 19.9 32.5 54.1 57.3 49.8 42.2 20.4 12.3 6.9 2.
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II. NEUTRON DETECTION

The neutron profile monitor consists of two concre
shields which each provides a fan-shaped array of collim
tors ~see Fig. 1!. These collimators define the lines of sig
for three different detectors. The collimation can be furth
refined by the use of two pairs of rotatable steel cylinde
one pair in each camera. These cylinders are penetrate
two sets of channels either 10 or 21 mm in diameter. T
smaller channels lie at right angles to the larger so rota
through 90° alters the size of the collimation and can affe
factor of 20 reduction in the count rates in the detectors.

There are two neutron detectors, NE213 liquid scintil
tors and BC418 plastic scintillators. NE213 are sensitive
d–d andd– t neutrons and gamma rays but with electron
discrimination it is possible to distinguish them if the relati
count rates are not excessive~,0.2 MHz!. The detectors
consist of the cell containing the liquid coupled to the w
dow of a photomultiplier tube. A22Na source is mounted in
the cell and is used in the setup and calibration of the p
cessing electronics. The signal is taken from the base of
photomultiplier and split along two routes. On the first rou
the signal is amplified by a factor of 2, then fed into a LINK4

pulse shape discriminator~PSD! which eliminates gamma
induced pulses; a high electronic threshold selects a si
which is only due to 14 MeV neutrons. The second ro
consists of amplification by a factor of 8 before input
PSDs. Upper and lower electronic thresholds select pu
which correspond to recoil protons of energies between
and 3.5 MeV. The signal in the low energy channel is
sum of the unscatteredd–d neutrons, a fraction of the un
scatteredd– t neutrons and neutrons which have backsc
tered from the inner wall of the vacuum vessel.

The Bicron scintillators are positioned in front of th
NE213 scintillators and are coupled to photomultiplier tub
via a light guide. Their signals are discriminated into fo
pulse heights. The lowest level is set at an energy co
sponding to 8.5 MeV. The efficiency is the same as that
the NE213 detectors. The scintillators are sufficiently sm
that gamma rays cannot deposit sufficient energy to prod
a pulse greater than that produced by a 8.5 MeV neutro
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III. THE RESPONSE OF THE HARDWARE

The response of the profile monitor will be examin
using the data from one discharge. There were two triti
puffs one 16.5 s into the discharge and a second at 19
This discharge will be used to analyze the performance of
horizontal camera.

The peak 14 MeV neutron emission was 4.031016 n/s.
The maximum count rates in each of the detectors are lis
in Table I. To convert these figures to neutron brightnes
~i.e., the number of neutrons emitted per m2 isotropically into
4p from a plane that completely fills the detector line
sight!, account is taken of:

~1! Solid angle.
~2! Detector dead time~typically ,15% for NE213!.
~3! Intrinsic efficiency ~counts/incident neutron! 3.7% for

d–d, 1.08% ford– t.
~4! d– t contamination ind–d channel. Thed–d channel

has a detection efficiency ford– t neutrons of 0.49 times
that of thed– t channel.

~5! Neutron backscattering~typically 231024 times the to-
tal neutron yield ford–d and ten times less ford– t! and
in-scattering in collimators~zero for d–d neutrons and
10% for d– t when 21 mm diameter collimators ar
used!.

~6! The attenuation of magnetic shielding~50% for d–d,
25% for d– t!.

The collimators were surveyed and do not introdu
comparable errors~,5%! and the dead time is activel
monitored. The efficiency ford–d neutron detection was
measured to an accuracy of 5%. The gain of the NE2
detectors is monitored using gamma rays from an in-b
22Na source and any change in efficiency as a result o
change in gain is taken into account in the data process
However, there is some additional error~;2%! which re-
mains due to counting statistics in the gamma ray spectr

The efficiencies of both the NE213 and BC418 scintil
tors to d– t have not been measured but instead are ca
lated and are not known to better than 10%. An error in t
calculation will lead to a systematic error in the overall ef
ontal
TABLE II. Errors in neutron brightness for the two DT neutron detectors in each channel of the horiz
camera.

Channel 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

NE213d–d err~%! 5.5 5.0 5.2 5.3 5.5 6.5 6.5 16.7 6.7 6.6
NE213d– t err~%! 3.1 2.0 1.7 1.5 1.6 2.0 2.7 3.9 5.3 19.5
Bicron error~%! 3.8 2.8 2.1 2.1 2.2 2.4 3.7 5.3 7.0 25.4
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ciency of the camera. There is also a random channe
channel error arising from the discriminator settings wh
should be set consistently. This error is estimated to be

The effect of neutron scattering, both backscattering
in-scattering as well as the attenuation of magnetic shield
is included~see Ref. 5 for more detail!. The backscatter con
tribution is small ford– t neutrons. Channel 10 sees on
backscattered neutrons, but for the central channel the b
scattered contribution is approximately 2%. These correc
themselves are known to an accuracy of 6%; this inclu
contributions from cross-section data and Monte Carlo
tistics. It should be noted that the backscatter is not cons
because of the different material in the detectors’ views.

Thed– t contamination of thed–d channel is the larges
correction and can be as large as 50%. The main sourc
error on this correction, and on the backscatter correction
the error on the measurement of the global neutron yie
These are derived from independent instruments to an a
racy of 10%.

IV. ACCURACY

The size of the tritium puff must be set to give a suf
ciently high count rate in the detectors to allow adequ
time resolution and statistical precision while not being
large as to perturb the plasma. As criteria, a time resolu
of 50 ms and error bars on the data<5% were set. From
Table I it is simple to calculate the variance on the data w
a time resolution of 50 ms is used. However, after subtr
tion of the scattering contribution, etc., the fractional error
larger than 1/An. Table II summarizes the errors on the ne
tron profile as a function of channel number for a 50 ms ti
bin during the period of maximumd– t emission for the
NE213 and Bicron detectors.

V. RESULTS

Both the totald–d andd– t neutron yields can be mea
sured simultaneously using the profile monitor. Independ
measurements can also be obtained using silicon dio

FIG. 2. Comparison of thed–d neutron emission from a signal which is th
subtraction of the diode 14 MeV signal from the total neutron emiss
measured by fission chambers~both calibrated against the JET neutron a
tivation system! with measurements using the profile monitor NE213 sc
tillators. The calibration of the NE213 scintillators was independently
rived.
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which measure only thed– t emission, and the fission cham
bers which measure the total neutron emission. The res
are compared in Figs. 2 and 3. The profile monitor estima
the totald–d yield to be 6% higher than the fission chambe
diode derived signal and thed– t yield to be 12% higher than
the diode.

The neutron measurements have been used to deter
tritium transport coefficients.3 The time-dependent neutro
emission is well modeled in the plasma core. The ste
state neutron emission~both d–d andd– t! observed in the
outer channels is, however, up to 40% lower than predic
This discrepancy cannot be accounted for by instrume
effects and lies beyond the estimated error bars.

VI. SUMMARY

The JET neutron profile monitor was used to simul
neously measure thed–d andd– t neutron emission during
discharges in which tritium was puffed in at the plasma ed
The measurements of the global neutron emission agre
within 15% with measurements from other independen
calibrated instruments. The line-integrated neutron emiss
was determined across the entire plasma cross section w
time resolution of 50 ms and with sufficient precision that
was possible to determine tritium transport properties.
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FIG. 3. Comparison of thed– t neutron emission measurements using t
profile monitor Bicron scintillators and a silicon diode, the latter being ca
brated against the JET neutron activation system. The calibration of
profile monitor is independently derived.


